
INTRODUCTION
• Clostridioides difficile is among the top 5 pathogens identified as urgent public health 

threats by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.1

• Key risk factors for CDI are low diversity of the gut microbiota and low levels of 
microbiota-derived protective secondary bile acids, which have direct inhibitory activity 
against C. difficile (Figure 1).2,3

• Current antibiotic therapies for CDI may cause more damage to the gut microbiota4-5 and 
increase the risk of recurrence of CDI, which is ~25%  after treatment of a first infection.4

• Ridinilazole is an investigational, oral antibiotic with a microbiome-sparing profile that is 
highly specific and bactericidal against C. difficile.5,6

• In a Phase 2 clinical study, ridinilazole treatment demonstrated a higher rate of sustained 
clinical response (clinical cure at end of treatment and no recurrence within 30 days) 
compared to oral vancomycin.7

• This sustained clinical response was driven by a marked reduction in rates of recurrent 
CDI in the ridinilazole group,7 which was coincident with preservation of protective 
secondary bile acids with ridinilazole compared to vancomycin (Figure 2).8

• This poster presents a subsequent shotgun metagenomic analysis that measured 
the differential effect of ridinilazole and vancomycin on fecal microbiota diversity, 
composition, and gene function associated with the production of protective 
secondary bile acids.

CONCLUSIONS
• In this metagenomic analysis of fecal samples from a Phase 2 clinical trial, ridinilazole treatment for CDI had minimal impact on the α-diversity and composition of the 

gut microbiota.
• Ridinilazole treatment preserved the potential of the microbiota to produce protective secondary bile acids.
• In contrast, vancomycin treatment was associated with dramatic changes in the microbiota composition and potential to produce protective secondary bile acids.
• These results are coincident with previous bile acid analysis in fecal samples (Figure 2) and provide a mechanistic rationale for the lower rate of recurrence of CDI observed 

with ridinilazole compared to vancomycin in this Phase 2 study.3

• Ridinilazole is currently being evaluated in two Phase 3 studies for the treatment of CDI.
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Figure 7. Relative Abundance of Reported bai Gene Carriers  

Figure 6. Relative Abundance of Reported bsh Gene Carriers

Bubbles represent the relative abundance of potential bsh gene carriers for each individual patient’s sample (1 sample per column). 

Table 1. Change From Baseline to End of Treatment in bsh and bai Genes Relative Abundance

Ridinilazole Vancomycin

Median Paired % Change P Value Median Paired % Change P Value

bsh gene + 8% 0.54 - 89% 0.0064

bai operon genes 0% 0.28 - 100% 0.0017

Figure 4. Median α-Diversity Shannon Index and Phyla Relative Abundance

Figure 2. Bile Acid Composition in Stool Samples From Healthy Controls and Patients With CDI Treated 
With Ridinilazole or Vancomycin

Adapted with permission from Qian X et al, Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol, 2020.7 
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Figure 1. Role of Bile Acid Metabolism in C. difficile Infection

The microbiota produces secondary bile acids through two successive reactions: (1) deconjugation by bacteria that carry the bile salt hydrolase (bsh) 
gene and (2) 7-α-dehydroxylation by bacteria that carry the bile acid inducible (bai) genes.4

METHODS
• This analysis evaluated clinical samples from a Phase 2, randomized, double-blind, clinical study that 

compared the efficacy of 10-day oral ridinilazole (200 mg bid) or vancomycin (125 mg qid) as CDI 
treatment (NCT02092935).

• DNA extracted from stool samples collected from 43 patients at baseline (BSL) and end of treatment 
(EOT) was analyzed by metagenomic shotgun sequencing on an Illumina platform.

• For microbiome profiling, shotgun metagenomics is now considered the method of choice over 
16S sequencing (Figure 3).6,7

• α-Diversity was measured with the Shannon index, which considers both the number of bacterial 
species (richness) and their relative abundance (evenness). 

• Statistical analysis was performed on paired samples at BSL and EOT (ridinilazole, n=23; vancomycin, 
n=20) using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. P values were corrected for multiple testing to control the 
false discovery rate (FDR) at a level of 10%, as indicated.

METHODS

Figure 3. Microbiome Profiling Using Shotgun Metagenomic vs 16S rRNA Gene Amplicon Sequencing

Microbiota Composition: α-Diversity and Relative Abundance of Bacterial Phyla
• At EOT, ridinilazole treatment was associated with ~3 times lower impact on microbiota α-diversity

(-10% vs BSL; P=0.43) than vancomycin (-35% vs BSL; P=0.00001) (Figure 4).
• At the phylum level, at ridinilazole EOT, a 1.7-fold reduction in Firmicutes and a 1.5-fold increase in 

Bacteroidetes (P=0.08) was observed. In contrast, at vancomycin EOT, >16,000-fold and 27-fold 
reductions in Bacteroidetes (FDR P= 0.003) and Actinobacteria (FDR P=0.0005) were observed, 
respectively, concomitantly with a 5-fold expansion of Proteobacteria (FDR P=0.0005).

• At the genus level, at ridinilazole EOT, only a significant reduction of Clostridioides was observed (-28-fold 
change [FC]; FDR P=0.05). This corresponded to a reduction in C. difficile species, targeted by ridinilazole. 
In contrast, vancomycin therapy resulted in significant ≥2-fold decreases in 23 different bacterial 
genera, including Bacteroides (-69,723-FC; FDR P=0.003), Blautia (-47,710-FC; FDR P=0.002), and 
Bifidobacterium (-93-FC; FDR P=0.007), all considered good commensals (Figure 5).

Microbiota Metabolic Potential to Produce Protective Secondary Bile Acids
• Based on the literature, numerous bacterial taxa in the gut can perform the reaction of deconjugation 

of conjugated primary bile acids (via bsh gene products) while only a few bacterial species can perform 
the 7-α-dehydroxylation (via bai gene products) to generate the protective secondary bile acids.10 

• These bacterial taxa were still present in most patients after ridinilazole therapy but were not detected 
or strongly reduced in most patients after vancomycin therapy when compared to BSL (Figures 6 and 7).

• Moreover, at ridinilazole EOT, the relative abundance of both bsh and bai genes were similar to BSL, +8% 
and +0%, respectively. In contrast, at vancomycin EOT, a significant 89% reduction of the relative 
abundance of bsh genes (P=0.006) and a 100% reduction of bai genes (P=0.002) were reported (Table 1).

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Adapted with permission from Sekse et al, Front Microbiol, 2017.9

The phyla abundance % is indicated for phyla median relative abundance >2%. Analysis with all samples.

Figure 5. Median Log2 Fold Changes (FC) of Prevalent Genera at Baseline vs EOT

Only genera with a log2 median ratio >1 (doubled abundance) present in at least 50% of the patients at BSL or 
detected in at least 2 samples after vancomycin treatment are shown. Analysis of BSL-EOT paired samples.

Bubbles represent the relative abundance of potential bai gene carriers for each individual patient’s sample (1 sample per column). 

Ridinilazole is an investigational compound that is not approved by any regulatory body.
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